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The February 27, 2010 Chile and March 11, 2011 Japan tsunamis caused
dramatic loss of life and damage in the near-source region, and notable
impacts in distant coastal regions like California. Comprehensive post-
tsunami surveys and the availability of hundreds of videos within harbors
and marinas allow for detailed documentation of these two events by the
State of California Tsunami Program (Wilson and others, 2011). Although
neither event caused significant inundation of dry land in California because
peak arrival occurred during low tide, damage to docks, harbor
infrastructure, and boats was noteworthy. The 2010 Chile tsunami caused
approximately $3-million in damage to a dozen harbors, primarily in central
and southern California locations like Santa Cruz Harbor, Ventura Harbor
and San Diego Bay. The 2011 Japan tsunami caused over $50-million in
damage to more than two dozen harbors along the entire coast of
California, most extensively to harbors/marinas in Crescent City, Noyo River,
and Santa Cruz. During both events, strong tsunami currents, with some
observed estimates greater than 15 knots, were generated at harbor
entrances and along inside bends and narrows within harbors. Preliminary
evaluations of harbor infrastructure and the interaction of boats indicate
that drag along the base of large ships exacerbated the damage to docks to
which the ships were tied. Evaluation of tsunami currents and damage will
help in the validation/calibration of numerical tsunami model currents with
the ultimate goal of developing tsunami current hazard maps for harbors
statewide. These hazard maps will improve emergency response and
infrastructure planning within harbors.
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Boats brake loose in upper portion of Santa 

Cruz Harbor.

Strong currents result in damage to dock 

in north Shelter Island, San Diego Bay.

Table 1: Forecasted, recorded, and observed arrival times, maximum amplitudes, and damage estimates in California from the 

February 27, 2010 and March 11, 2011 tsunamis.  Blank cells indicate that data was not collected for those locations; they do not 

represent zero values.  Red boxes associated with photos to the right.  Data gathered by the California Tsunami Clearinghouse.

One meter bores in upper Santa Cruz 

Harbor causes damage to docks and 

boats.

The two events caused a number of problems for the maritime/boating community:

• Harbor masters had to make quick, critical decisions about evacuations

within the harbor. Although life-safety was the primary concern, the

uncertainty about recommending evacuation of boats out to sea is an

important consideration.

• Boaters, especially recreational boaters, had to make under-informed

decisions about whether or not to take their boats offshore prior to the

arrival of the tsunami. Most did not plan ahead for this contingency so they

had to leave their boats in harbor. In most cases, leaving their boats docked

was the right thing to do for these particular tsunamis.

Strong currents near entrance to Crescent 

City Small Boat Harbor make navigation 

difficult.

Extreme currents within Crescent City 

Small Boat Harbor destroyed docks and 

sunk boats.

Large tidal fluctuations cause severe 

damage to 20 docks in The Keys section of 

Ventura Harbor.

Strong surges overtop docks in Ventura 

Harbor.  Dock damage occurs 15 hours 

after first arrival.

Boat sinks and damages dock due to strong 

drag in south Shelter Island, San Diego Bay.

March 11, 2011

M9.0  Japan 

February 27, 2010

M8.8  Chile
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Map showing harbors/bays surveyed 

for damage following February 27, 

2010 and March 11, 2011 tsunamis.  

See Table 1 for survey results.

Potentially damaging tsunami 

currents (>4 knots, in red) for 

San Diego area from modeled 

scenario M9.2 earthquake on 

eastern Aleutian Islands 

subduction zone.  Note the 

strong currents in Mission 

Bay and Shelter Island (blue 

circles), same areas damaged 

during the 2010 and 2011 

tsunamis.

Data from the March 11, 2011 event is still being evaluated, including

harbor currents and sediment movement. One of the more interesting

situations to be studied is the successful evacuation of most of the

commercial fishing fleet out of Crescent City Harbor prior to the arrival of

the tsunami. Evaluation of the experiences of these and other boaters

will help understand their decision making process, how far they had to

go offshore to be safe, and how others can learn from their experience.

The California tsunami program in cooperation with FEMA has begun

implementing a plan to increase awareness of tsunami generated

hazards to the maritime community (both ships and harbor infrastructure)

through the development of in-harbor hazard maps (above), offshore

safety zones for boater evacuation (below), and associated guidance for

harbors and marinas so boaters will know if, when, and where to go

offshore (Miller and others, 2011). An initial step in the program will be to

calibrate current velocity modeling results against measured flow

velocities associated with both the 2010 and 2011 tsunamis. The hope is

that the maritime guidance and associated education and outreach

program will help save lives and reduce exposure of damage to boats

and harbor infrastructure. Promoting faster recovery will also be a focus.

Draft offshore safety zones in San Diego 

show how far and where boats can be safe. 

Thus  far, 50 and 100 fathoms are the 

standards, which may be too far to travel in a 

short period of time.

Issues for Maritime Community

• Most recreational boaters don’t understand that strong tsunami activity

can last a long time, more than 8 hours during the February 27, 2010

tsunami and 24 hours in during the March 11, 2011 event. For boaters that

did go offshore, many did not have supplies or the experience to stay offshore

until the dangerous tsunami activity was over. Boaters that tried to return to the

harbors during the tsunami had difficulty doing so and caused damage to other

boats and docks, and injury to harbor personnel when trying to dock.

• Maritime communities like Crescent City and Santa Cruz are still trying to

recover nine months after the March 11 tsunami. Permitting and funding

delays have put a strain on reconstruction efforts, reducing the income for

these harbors to help with recovery.

Should visual estimates of tsunami 

current velocities be relied on?

We received dozens of current velocity 

estimates from harbor masters, but based 

on comparison to video particle-movement 

analysis in Crescent City, the visual results 

either overestimate the velocity or they are 

only representative of micro-harbor 

conditions, not a good representative 

sampling for a harbor overall. 

Even relatively minor tidal fluctuations (~1 meter peak-to-trough) caused

strong tsunami currents that made navigation difficult and caused damage

to boats, docks, and infrastructure. Visual estimates by some harbor

masters indicated extreme currents could have reached 15 to 20 knots in

some harbors. Analysis of video indicates maximum velocities at the mouth

of the Crescent City small-boat basin likely only reached 8 knots (Amanda

Admire, personal communication). Other types of tsunami current hazards

such as bores and eddies also caused damage at Santa Cruz and Noyo

River, respectively. Additional video analysis is needed to verify the current

velocities and better understand the unique types of hazard which can

strike harbors and ports.
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